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Background
lWhat is blockchain?
ØA continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and 
secured using cryptography.
ØAn intelligent peer-to-peer network for identifying, disseminating and 
documenting information with distributed database.



Background
lWhat are the characteristics of the blockchain?
ØDecentralized
ØUnmodifiable
ØTransparent
ØCollectively maintained
ØReliable



Background
lWhat is Bitcoin?
ØA peer-to-peer encrypted digital currency
ØEach valid transaction is recorded in the blockchain



Background
lThe procedure of recording a transaction
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Related Work
lThe basic propagation process



Related Work
lThe existing problem
ØBefore forwarding the block to the next node, a verification 
time(correlated to the size of block) is needed
ØEvery transaction is broadcast at least twice before being written 
into the ledger
ØLonger propagation time usually means larger probability of forks

We should speed up information propagation!



Related Work
lMethod �: Minimize verification in a single node
The verification can be divided into two phases:
ØAn initial difficulty check
ØA transaction validation

The block can be relayed to the neighbors, as soon as the difficulty 
has been checked and before the transactions has been verified.
Little improvement if implemented only by single node.



Related Work
lMethod �: Pipelining block propagation in a single node
ØThe inv message is forwarded immediately
ØThe verification is split into two phases

Little improvement if implemented only by single node.



Related Work
lMethod �: Connectivity increase
The method of information propagation in the blockchain network is 
pretty similar to randomized rumor spreading. So it should be useful 
to minimize the distance between any two nodes. A feasible way is 
try to connect more nodes in the network creating a star sub-graph 
that is used as a central communication hub. 
High bandwidth requirements.



Related Work
lMethod �: Reduce redundant propagation
Instead of sending each transaction to all nodes in the network, it is 
relayed over the shortest path between the client and the leader. The 
distance between almost any two nodes in a connected graph is 
dramatically smaller than the size of the network
Hard to judge the current leader. May only feasible with PoS 
mechanism.
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Proposal
lTest the propagation time for a new transaction/block based on the 
current model. Verify the correctness of the propagation method.
lTry to generalize method � and � to all nodes in the network. 
Evaluate the result by testing the propagation time and number of 
forks.
lChange the connectivity of the network. Find the relationship 
between connectivity and propagation time(# forks). Balance high 
bandwidth and high latency.
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Experimental results
lSimulation result
As expected, the proportion 
and propagation time shows 
an exponential decay 
relationship and is similar to  
Poisson distribution. It 
indicates that the basic 
propagation method is correct.



Experimental results
lGeneralization of method �and �
Since method � is based on �, it is more effective to consider 
them together. I tested the number of forks in 5,000 blocks with 
the pipelining modifications. Comparing it with the original case, 
an effective improvement can be seen. There were 58 blockchain 
forks(the original is 72) and the fork rate was 1.16%, with a 19.44% 
improvement.



Experimental results

Histogram of blockchain forks from height 
20,000 to 25,000 with original protocol

Histogram of blockchain forks with 
pipelining modifications



Experimental results
lChange the connectivity
The most influential problem is the remote distance between the 
origin of a transaction or a block and the nodes. To minimize the 
distance between any two nodes I attempted to connect to every 
node in the network creating a star sub-graph that is used as a 
central communication hub, speeding up the propagation of inv 
messages, blocks and transactions. It should speed up information 
propagation but also suffer higher bandwidth.



Experimental results

500 connections 1,000 connections



Experimental results
lRelationship between fork rate and bandwidth



Conclusion
lAs blockchain forks are symptomatic for an inconsistency in the 
ledger replicas, it is important that the nodes in the network are 
aware about them.
lSome changes were done to the current Bitcoin protocol that 
reduce the risk of a blockchain fork. The measurements show a 
visible improvement and also the bottleneck due to bandwidth.
lHowever, the root cause of the problem maybe intrinsic to the way 
information is propagated in the network. To find more efficient 
method with more advanced propagation strategy will be a 
challenging task. 
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